
Welcome back to [occ]!

Final project lightning talks

In your collaboration teams:

É Two people with first names earliest in the alphabet will present today.
É Each presenter gets 1 minute to describe their project (elevator pitch).
É Four minutes for group questions and discussion of each project.
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É Cases: Free/Libre and Open Source Software; Wikipedia;
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É Challenges: Starting, building, and sustaining

participation in communities.
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Today’s Flight Plan:



Overview

É Describe two promises of free knowledge & culture in a

digitally networked environment.

É Assess progress towards access to knowledge &

engagement.

É Talk a bit about why so many free knowledge projects
(and maybe online communities in general) never get
off the ground.
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Overview

• READ first: Today, I’m going to focus on a broad question about the ideologies and
ideals of freedom behind the rise of online communities engaged in the creation of
free & open digitally networked knowledge resources — like Wikipedia, Free
Software, and related phenomena. The talk has two (or maybe three) parts:

• These two promises frequently get blurred as well — both at the level of analysis or
critique and at the level of pragmatic intervention – disentangling them extends a
conversation and, I believe, provokes useful questions.
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• Free software is the beginning of this story.

• Begins with the printer story. Code to run printer driver.

• In 1985, Stallman published the GNU Manifesto & GPL.

• Created a social movement

• Created the GNU Project.

• Created the Free Software Foundation

• Created the free software definition



Free Software Defined

The Free Software Definition:

É The freedom to run the program, for any purpose
É The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your

needs
É The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor
É The freedom to improve the program, and release your

improvements to the public, so that the whole community benefits
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Free Software Defined

This is the core of Stallman’s definition of Free Software: the four freedoms. Usually
numbered zero-three because that’s how programmer’s count — they start with zero.
[DISCUSS THE FOUR]
That said, it’s a bit complicated a bit specific to software.



Access to Knowledge

I consider that the Golden Rule requires that if I like a
program I must share it with other people who like it.
Software sellers want to divide the users and conquer them,
making each user agree not to share with others. I refuse to
break solidarity with other users in this way.

– Stallman, “GNU Manifesto”
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Access to Knowledge

There’s a simpler, ethical justification for access to knowledge or ideas underlying this
vision and here it is.

But this is a week form of the argument. Eben Moglen, a legal scholar and free
software advocate, offers a stronger form: “In a world in which information goods have
zero marginal cost, how are we supposed to justify artificial scarcity of an information
good, especially one that is important?”

Again, this draws out the justification behind the access part of free software.



Empowerment

“Control over the use of one’s ideas” really constitutes
control over other people’s lives; and it is usually used to
make their lives more difficult.

– Stallman, “GNU Manifesto”
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Empowerment

Here’s the second theme in the four freedoms, the empowerment part: Everybody
should be able to change their software to do what they want because control over
software is about the capacity to exercise control over your ideas and your
environment.
In this sense, the software doesn’t matter at all. It’s the people that matter. It’s about
control, autonomy and power. Digital citizenship. And software is an example.
Phone Example – User Experience of the World.
The question of who controls our software is, in this sense, a deeply political question.
And a deeply important question.

And Stallman’s freedoms are a an answer to the question of who should control

software: users!



Stallman wrote another manifesto...

We need to launch a movement to develop a universal free
encyclopedia, much as the Free Software movement gave
us the free software operating system GNU/Linux. The free
encyclopedia will provide an alternative to the restricted
ones that media corporations will write.

— Richard Stallman
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Stallman wrote another manifesto...

In 1999, note quite two years before Wikipedia was created, Stallman wrote another
manifesto. Calling for a free encylcopedia.
READ QUOTE. Stallman’s argument was in part because he thought it would be bad
that the web was being controlled by big companies. But that’s not quite the only or
most important reasons.
The most important reasons, of course, are the same two at the heart of the free
software movement:
Access to encyclopedic knowledge about the world is important because sharing is
important (& ethical).

Control over that information and empowerment to engage in its creation,

appropriation, and reuse is critical as well.
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Many people answered the call. This is not the full list.

Mako has counted at least eight general purpose encyclopedia projects created before

Wikipedia was created.
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Then there is the one free encyclopedia you have probably heard of.
WP is largest more comprehensive reference work ever created.
The answer to the random questions, the homework assignments and the bets of half
a billion people every month.
It is the most important example of a new form of organization and production with
potentially profound social, economic, political forms and the main reason that the
future of the Internet might hold more in store than pictures of cats (although those can
be fun).
and along with Wikipedia came additional projects and organizations and a
broader “free culture movement.” The organizations in this movement embraced
the two promises of freedom originally articulated by Stallman.



Wikimedia Foundation :: Mission

The mission of the Wikimedia Foundation is to
empower and engage people around the world
to collect and develop educational content
under a free license or in the public domain,
and to disseminate it effectively and globally.
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Wikimedia Foundation :: Mission



Two Similar Goals

É Allow people access to knowledge.

É Empower people through control over how they

experience and understand the world.
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Two Similar Goals

Again, access to a knowledge resource makes sense: it’s really the same issue with
encyclopedias as with software.

The empowerment issue is a little more complex.



Controlling your experience of the
world is not only – or even largely –
about software.
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QUOTE
In many ways, software isn’t even the beginning. How much of your understanding of
the world comes from what you read? How much of it comes from what you read just
in Wikipedia? The question of who controls what you can read is an enormously
important question.
It’s why censorship happens. Because the things we read can destroy governments.
They can change cultures and society. And they do. And outside of political
expression, cultural works are the medium through which we understand the world.
Who controls our culture?
Free software’s answer, as I’ve already said, is *you*.

Control over knowledge and cultural works is control over how we understand the

world. And Wikimedia’s vision statement suggests that the answer the question of who

controls knowledge should be: You. The reader. The consumer. The re-producer. You

should control it.



Elsewhere in the Free Culture Movement

Definition of Free
Cultural Works
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Elsewhere in the Free Culture Movement

Each of these organizations, as well as Wikimedia and many others, have published
explicit standards of freedom not unlike the free software definition.
They have each rejected restrictions of commercial use and on blocking the creation of
derivatives. They’ve stood up for both of the core freedom at the core of free software.
All of these players adopted CC licenses and all of them pushed people to the less
restrictive, and less popular CC licenses.

The logo up here on free licenses is one example.



Creative Commons :: Mission

Our vision is nothing less than realizing
the full potential of the Internet –
universal access to research and
education, full participation in culture –
to drive a new era of development,
growth, and productivity.
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Creative Commons :: Mission

The mission statements of many of these organizations also incorporate language
about enhancing access to knowledge *and* empowering people through participation.

For example, this is the mission of Creative Commons.



Students for Free Culture :: Mission

É Promote the advancement of free
software, free formats, & free cultural
works

É Campaign and defend against significant
technological and legal threats to privacy
and autonomy
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Students for Free Culture :: Mission

And even the new mission statement for Students for Free Culture, which I’ve not read

in depth because it’s much longer, works both of these two concepts in as central

pillars. You’ll see see that the two first bullet points map to the ideas of access to

knowledge and empowerment through participation.



Progress Report:
Access to Knowledge
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As I suggested, I want to do a little progress report on the two promises of the free
culture movement.
Things looks pretty good in terms of the promotion of access to knowledge.



Wikipedia :: Readers
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Wikipedia :: Readers

If we look consider access to knowledge in Wikipedia. Things look good.
This is view data since 2008 that has been published by the Wikimedia Foundation on
stats.wikimedia.org.
And the material is free! Really completely free. Free as in free cultural works.

Very few organizations can claim to be promoting access to as much knowledge. Or

sharing that knowledge as freely as the Wikimedia Foundation and the FCM that

helped build it.
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Creative Commons: Number of CC-Licensed works (Flickr)

And there are more and works under CC licenses every day.
I’m using Flickr data only because it’s a little cleaner and more consistently measured
than the linkback data that CC publishes. But it doesn’t matter very much where we
look:
The number of works released freely under FC licenses is more today than it was any
day before and it’s growing.
And there are lots of reasons to believe that without a FCM, these works would not
allow universal access.
And this reflects a real, and very important achievement in terms of that first promise.
The FCM is promoting more and better access to knowledge because of the FCM.

Depend on how you want to count, there are millions and perhaps billions of creative

works which are more accessible today because of the FCM.
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But control and the ability to change and reuse is less universal in the Free Culture
universe.

By a lot.
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Wikipedia :: Contributors

If we go back to WP: This is the graph that everybody at WMF is worried about. The
steady drop in editorship since 2008.
There are many ways to engage. But editor is the biggest and there are less of those.
So progress on the second half of that mission statement is less certain.
Most people think this is bad because means that WP is not getting better. Or that
maybe that WP can’t maintain things. Or that the quality will suffer. And I don’t care
about. Well, it’s not my first concern.

It’s bad for empowering people to edit and get involved. Because editing Wikipedia is

transcending a role as a consumer of knowledge.



Wikipedia :: Proportion of Readers Who Contribute
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Wikipedia :: Proportion of Readers Who Contribute

This is just since 2007 or so. But it shows the proportion of editors. And we’re looking
at maybe one in a thousand at its peak – and now one in five thousand. It depends on
how we count.

By this metric, a smaller proportion of people accessing the free knowledge in

Wikipedia are becoming empowered participants and producers of that same

knowledge.



Creative Commons :: License Breakdown
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Creative Commons :: License Breakdown

Back to Creative Commons.
This a graph from the CC website from 2006 but the basic distribution is similar to what
it is today.
The majority of CC licensed works are released under the three most restrictive
licenses.
It’s not clear that this is bad because the alternative is unknown. These might be works
that would never have been released as accessible at all.

But at the very least, it’s an example of falling short of an ideal of advancing

empowerment and participation.
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Why is empowerment so hard?

So why is empowerment so hard? There are many reasons...
Sometimes we have to choose.
Now if we really care about empowerment, it is possible that might have to sacrifice
access. And that might be OK.
I joke that WP is the least efficient way to write an encyclopedia ever created. To do
anything you have to argue with idiots! Never have people argued, with idiots (the
other editors) so much.
And that’s great. Because each time you pointlessly argue with an idiot, that’s the
promise of empowerment in action. Even if it doesn’t feel empowering.

There are probably more efficient ways to build an encylopedia. BUT they could

certainly never empower as many people to become encyclopedia producers in the

process.
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Why is empowerment so hard? (other explanations)

É Technical & organizational systems.

É Gaps of access and skills.

É Insiders become gatekeepers.

É Mobilization is a huge challenge.
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Why is empowerment so hard? (other explanations)

These choices mean that we make decisions to systematically privilege access over
empowerment.

e.g., Wikipedia Zero and mobile editing
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Why is empowerment so hard? (other explanations)

Debian bug tracking system. Skill and participation divides.
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Why is empowerment so hard? (other explanations)

Mako’s Berkman class example. We all have good examples but it’s not always clear to

the people being reverted what the issues are.
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Why is empowerment so hard? (other explanations)

Also, mobilization is hard: e.g., political campaigns.

These are very difficult problem. And the stakes are high. Wikipedia is the most

important single source of knowledge in the world right now. It has inspired

thousands of related projects.



Most (Wikia) wikis never attract many contributors!
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Most (Wikia) wikis never attract many contributors!



“Almost Wikipedia”

Why did Wikipedia grow, survive, and succeed when all the other
free/open online encyclopedias failed?

Doing the familiar thing in a new way
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“Almost Wikipedia”



Conclusion

É Two promises (access & empowerment) underpin the

goals of the online communities and corresponding

movements pursuing the creation of free and open

knowledge.

É In general, empowering and mobilizing participation is
tough and lags behind access.

É Most attempts to start communities fail, but doing a
familiar thing in a new way might help attract

participants.
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So in conclusion:

• Began from the two promises – access & empowerment – of free software and free
culture. Traced how these promises became institutionalized through free culture
movement organizations working alongside online communities pursuing them.

• Provided a brief empirical progress report on the two promises. Things are looking
rosy in terms of access. Much less so in terms of empowerment.

• Discussed some reasons why empowerment/participation might be very difficult.

• Spoke a bit about some of the barriers that can get in the way of communities
growing. Focused on how Wikipedia did “the familiar thing the new way” as a
potential explanation for its early growth.
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